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Abstract

This paper describes a design for an integrated streaming framework that can provide an environment to develop multimedia streaming applications under heterogeneous distributed systems. Our streaming framework was designed to extend the limits of existing streaming systems while offering easy interaction with other streaming systems, to support for diverse media formats and networks, and to provide high level programming environment for streaming application developers. The framework is also compatible with global real-time multimedia DBMS (BeeHive) so that streaming media is efficiently retrieved, stored, and serviced using database systems.
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1. Introduction

Streaming is a technology for multimedia communications that makes it possible to deliver and display multimedia (such as audio and video) data in real-time. By using streaming technology, users can access multimedia contents immediately upon demand without waiting for the whole file to download. It is well suited to the transmission of video data that has real-time characteristics and requires high bandwidth communication. It might be the only practical solution possible for live video streams.

Even though numerous streaming systems have been designed and implemented, most systems do not consider interoperability with other streaming systems and do not support diverse media formats and network interfaces. Thus they lack flexibility, extendibility, and network transparency. The increasing number of coding and compression standards has led to a situation where heterogeneity is a growing problem. If a server uses many different coding formats, clients must be able to decode these formats. In order to relieve streaming applications from interoperability and heterogeneity concerns, a streaming framework should provide diverse audio and video CODEC and network interfaces.

In this paper, we present an approach to designing an integrated streaming framework which can overcome the limitations of existing streaming systems while providing diverse audio and video CODEC and the ability to run adaptively on different operating systems and networks. This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of existing streaming frameworks that are similar to our system. We describe the system architecture of our integrated streaming framework in Section 3 and finally states our conclusion in Section 4.

2. Related Work

This section briefly describes existing streaming systems that are related with our work. Most of the systems mentioned below are the programming environments that can efficiently manipulate real-time multimedia streams like audio and video.

2.1 CMT (Continuous Media Toolkit)

CMT is a multimedia programming toolkit developed at MIT, which provides a programming environment for rapid development of continuous media applications [1]. The overall system architecture of CMT consists of three layers, Application Code Layer, CMT Library Layer, and Resource Layer as shown in Figure 1. At the top level, the application code layer represents the programming environment
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provided to application developers. The middle layer is the CMT library layer that provides the Tcl interpreter for continuous media objects and a variety of services. The bottom layer is the hardware and operating system resources layer which handles the CPU, network interface, memory, I/O devices, and other hardware. CMT has the difficulty of not being easily extended since its internal structure is very complicated and flat; furthermore, it does not follow the object-oriented programming paradigm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Code Layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tcl, Tk, Tcl-TP code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMT Library Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM Object Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time and Synchronization Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware Devices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. CMT System Architecture

2.2 VuSystem
VuSystem is a programming environment developed at MIT, which facilitates the development of compute-intensive multimedia applications that combine intelligent media processing with traditional capture and display [2]. In other multimedia applications including on-line encyclopedia and video-conferencing systems, the computer acts as a mediator between the application author and user, in the case of on-line encyclopedia, or between two users in the case of video-conferencing applications. In contrast, VuSystem is compute-intensive multimedia system where the computer is an active participant in the processing of audio and video data.

As shown in Figure 2, VuSystem is divided into two parts, in-band and out-of-band for the purpose of optimizing each partition separately. The in-band partition is implemented as a set of C++ classes that comprise the essential modules to process audio and video data, including a source, a sink, a filter, or some other module. The out-band partition is programmed in the Tcl, an interpreted script language, while performing event handling and other higher-order functions of a program. However, VuSystem does not provide RTP and Multicast and its user interface has very limited functionality. Furthermore, since VuSystem does not support media compression, it cannot guarantee QoS in the environment of heterogeneous networks having different bandwidths.

2.3 KISS (Communication Infrastructure for Streaming Services)
KISS is a communication infrastructure for streaming services that allows the transparent integration of network service applications and adapts real-time content streams to network conditions and/or individual client requirements [3]. As shown in Figure 3, KISS provides application-transparent network services that allow user applications to forget about networking-related problems. These services come with the implementation of NAP (Network Access Point) which acts as a mediator between end-system applications and the service network. Although KISS provides network transparency for streaming application developers, it has the drawback of supporting only audio streams such as PCM and MPEG-1 audio layer 3 and it suffers from the performance overhead of NAP.
2.4 CORBA A/V Streaming Service on TAO (The Ace Orb)

To facilitate the development of standard-based distributed multimedia streaming applications, the OMG (Object Management Group) has defined a CORBA-based specification for the control and management of A/V streams [7], based on the CORBA reference model [5]. Figure 4 shows the OMG A/V streaming architecture, which is represented as a flow between two flow data endpoints. One endpoint acts as a source of the data and the other endpoint acts as a sink. In the OMG streaming architecture, the control and signaling operations pass through the GIOP/IOP-path of the ORB, demarcated by the dashed box. By contrast, the data stream uses out-of-band streams, which can be implemented using protocols that are more suitable for multimedia streaming than IIOP.

![OMG A/V Streaming Architecture](image)

Washington University has developed the first freely available implementation of the OMG A/V streaming model using TAO [6], which is a real-time CORBA ORB that has been ported to most OS platforms [4]. However, the CORBA A/V streaming service based on TAO does not implement the OMG specification completely. It implements a simple MPEG video player that has session control functions only. Thus, it cannot be used as a streaming framework.

3. Integrated Streaming Framework

In this section, we describe an approach to designing an integrated streaming framework that can provide flexibility, extendibility, and adaptability. Our streaming framework aims to support diverse audio and video CODEC and adaptively run on different operating systems and network environments. As shown in Figure 5, the overall system architecture of our streaming framework consists of two parts, Streaming Applications and ISSA (Integrated Streaming Service Architecture) which comprises a Content Manager, a Session Manager, a Transport Manager, a Resource Manager, a Media Manager, and Gateway Modules. MOA (Media Object Architecture) resides between them. ISSA performs the essential functions for multimedia streaming services and MOA provides an API (Application Programming Interface) as object-oriented wrapper classes which can be easily used by streaming application developers. VOD (Video On Demand) server and client programs developed by using MOA can be one example of the Streaming Applications layer.
3.1 Transport Manager
The Transport Manager performs packetization and depacketization of multimedia data represented by diverse media formats and is responsible for transmitting such packetized media data in real time through the diverse network environments. These functions are accomplished by implementing RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) [8] that was developed by IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) in 1996 (RFC 1889) as an application level protocol for multimedia transport. Figure 6 shows the network interface of Transport Manager.

In order to provide network transparency, the Transport Manager sends and receives multimedia data through the network interface, which can operate independently of network conditions. The Network interface, a kind of network wrapper interface, can support IP Unicast/Multicast and Socket/TLI while working independently of lower layer network interfaces. Figure 7 describes the transmission protocol stack of Transport Manager and Session Manager that is explained in the next subsection.

3.2 Session Manager
The Session Manager performs session control functions between streaming application programs, such as session creation/destruction. It is also responsible for streaming media control, such as play-back and stop. These functions are provided by implementing RTSP (Real-Time Streaming Protocol) [9] developed by IETF (RFC 2326) in 1998. RTSP, as an application level session protocol, provides a framework to control on-demand audio/video transmission such as VCR operations. Figure 8 represents a procedure for session establishment of RTSP between session managers of server and client. After session establishment, session control messages, such as PLAY, PAUSE, TEARDOWN, can be transmitted.
Figure 8. Procedure of Session Establishment in RTSP

Figure 9. Interaction between Session Manager and Transport Manager

Figure 9 describes the interaction between Session Manager and Transport Manager. When the Session Manager receives a session control message (such as PLAY, PAUSE, and TEARDOWN), it changes the transmission session state according to the control message. The Transport Manager notifies the current state of the transmission session when the state of transmission session changes automatically.

3.3 Media Manager

The Media Manager provides several functions related with media data processing, media file I/O through file systems or DBMS, A/V CODEC to encode/decode diverse media data, and control of audio/video devices. As shown in Figure 10, the Media Manager is divided into two parts, media source and media sink. The Media Source is responsible for transmitting media data to the transport manager. Several media sources, such as media data from DBMS, media files, and live media from camera, are considered as one media source by high level abstraction. The Media Sink is responsible for presenting media data through the appropriate audio/video devices as soon as it receives media data from the transport manager. A/V CODEC provides several media CODEC (e.g., MPEG-1, H.263, G.711, and G.723.1) to the media source and media sink.
3.4 Content Manager
The Content Manager is a component for managing media data such as audio and video. It facilitates interaction with DBMS in order to retrieve and store media data. Figure 11 shows the data flow that processes media data through the DBMS wrapper. A DBMS wrapper is required to interact with different DBMS. Media data retrieved through DBMS can be directly transmitted to the transport manager or transmitted after being transformed into a different media format by A/V CODEC of the media manager.

3.5 Resource Manager
The Resource Manager provides QoS related functions, including QoS specifications, mapping, monitoring, memory buffer management, and thread scheduling. The Resource Manager controls QoS statically or dynamically. Static QoS control is achieved during the session establishment of an application level. Dynamic QoS control means that QoS is dynamically adapted during the media data transmission by considering monitored resource information [10, 11].

As shown in Figure 12, the Resource Manager consists of several modules: QoS Monitor which traces QoS information of resources, QoS Adapter which performs QoS adaptation according to the monitored QoS information, QoS Controller which controls QoS change for each session, QoS Mapper which
provides mapping information about QoS parameters, Thread Scheduler which schedules threads in the stream framework, Admission Controller which decides the admission of new session requests, and Buffer Manager which performs memory buffer allocation and de-allocation.
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Figure 13. Interworking between ISSA and CORBA Streaming Service

3.6 Gateway Module
The Gateway Module is a component of ISSA that is intended to allow interworking with other streaming frameworks such as the CORBA A/V Streaming Service and to support streaming service in the WWW (World Wide Web) environment. Figure 13 shows interworking between streaming server program on CORBA and streaming client programs on an integrated streaming framework. As the diagram shows, only session control information is transformed by the Gateway Module of ISSA and transmitted through CORBA ORB. Media data is directly transmitted from the streaming server on CORBA to ISSA and displayed by the client program, since transformation overheads might be a problem for real-time media transmission.

3.7 MOA (Media Object Architecture)
MOA provides a high level programming interface for Streaming Application Layers in an Integrated Streaming Framework [12]. The complex API functions that are provided by several components of ISSA, are simplified as class objects of C++ or Java by MOA. Such simplified APIs help users to easily develop streaming application programs.

3.8 Interface Design between BeeHive and ISSA
Due to the well-known advantages of a database system compared to a file system, we use a multimedia system with database service support. BeeHive is the distributed real-time multimedia database system developed in University of Virginia. Since BeeHive supports real-time multimedia transactions in a distributed environment, it is a good match to our system objective in providing real-time multimedia streaming with database services.

In this section we present the interface between ISSA (Integrated Streaming Service Architecture) and BeeHive to show how they work together. ISSA is a streaming framework for easier multimedia streaming application development. It comprises a set of library functions used for developing streaming applications that form client-server architecture. It supports RTP (Real-Time Protocol) and RTSP (Real-Time Streaming Protocol) for media transmission protocol between client and server. In this project BeeHive works as a multimedia server for ISSA, it supports canned transactions to support real-time requirements. The transactions should be pre-analyzed and planned to meet its timing requirements. In order to access database transactions of BeeHive, RPC (Remote Procedure Call) interface is designed/developed between BeeHive and ISSA where BeeHive works as the multimedia server and ISSA works as the client. In this project we design and develop a real-time movie streaming system as to show its practical applicability.

BeeHive supports four transactions to manage movie objects in a coherent manner. Since it is object-oriented database system not any other method except specified in the movie object can access these transactions. It provides four transactions for the movie class: Read, Write, Find, and Play. Since we have already found out the major problems for the integration of BeeHive and ISSA we can easily extend the
database system to support more transactions in the future.
A user can search the multimedia database to find movies fitting his/her interest using the Find
transaction. Using the Read transaction, user can get the attributes about a movie such as the title,
director, etc. A user can modify attributes of a movie such as the rating of movie by the Write transaction.
Using the Play transaction, a user can play back the movie across the network.
Interoperable interface model between ISSA and BeeHive consists of Transaction Interface and Streaming
Interface. Transaction Interface deals with a series of functions which ISSA client requests for
transactions of BeeHive. Streaming Interface provides a mechanism to stream media between ISSA client
and server. Transaction Interface is composed of GUI part that handles transaction requested from end-
user, RTTP (Real-Time Transaction Protocol) part which deals with transaction processing between ISSA
client and server, and RPC part which is an interface between ISSA server and BeeHive. Streaming
Interface consists of a part that relates with media display of ISSA client, a part that controls RTSP and
RTP session between ISSA client and server, and a part that handles media stream transmission between
ISSA server and BeeHive. All functions previously mentioned are contained in BeeHive Connector that
resides in Content Manager of ISSA server.

```
Transaction Interface

BeeHive ----> ISSA Server ----> RTTP ----> ISSA Client

Stream Interface

BeeHive ----> File Transfer ----> ISSA Server ----> RTSP ----> ISSA Client
```

Figure 14. Transaction and Stream Interfaces between ISSA and BeeHive

3.8.1 Transaction Interface
In order to utilize BeeHive transaction in ISSA environment, we add BeeHive transaction interface to
Content Manager of ISSA. Content Manager of ISSA provides database interface with BeeHive and
processes media source request from ISSA client. We use RPC mechanism for interaction with BeeHive
and devise RTTP (Real-Time Transaction Protocol) for transaction processing between ISSA client and
server. RTTP is a protocol that handles transaction requests for BeeHive in ISSA environment. But it is
not directly related with BeeHive. The syntax of RTTP is similar to HTTP. RTTP is easily extended, even
though it handles only four kinds of transactions right now. Figure 15 represents the structure of RTTP
protocol.

```
Request:
[TransactionName] rtp://[HostName] [RTTP]/[VersionNo]
[ParameterName]:[Value]
...

Response:
BHTTP/[VersionNo] [Status] [Response Phrase]
[ParameterName]:[Value]
...
```

Figure 15. RTTP Request and Response structure

Based on the above structure, we implement four transactions, Read, Write, Find, and Play. For example,
Read transaction has the format of request and response as follows:

READ rtp://host RTTP/0.1
Object:32414
Attribute:Title

RTTP/0.1 200 OK
Content-length:

Title:Terminator II
Rating:Good

3.8.2 Streaming Interface
For media streaming interface, when BeeHive transmit media file name through RPC interface after storing media data into file, Content Manager of ISSA reads the media file and streams the media data to ISSA client. The structure of Streaming Interface is as follows:

![Diagram]

Figure 16. Streaming Interface between ISSA and BeeHive

3.8.3 Transaction Flow
Transactions between ISSA and BeeHive are classified into two cases, i.e. one requires media streaming service, and the other does not require media streaming. Read, Write, and Find transactions do not require media streaming, but Play transaction requires media streaming service. In the case of no media streaming, only RTTP protocol is need to process transactions. But in the other case (which requires media streaming service), RTTP protocol and RTSP protocol are simultaneously used.

3.8.4 Integrated Architecture
The interoperable architecture that works through transaction interface and streaming interface mentioned by now can be represented as follows:

![Diagram]

Figure 17. Integration Architecture
3.8.5 Basic Implementation
In order to implement the interoperability between ISSA and BeeHive, 1) we firstly port ISSA libraries on Solaris, 2) implement BeeHive connector based on RPC mechanism, and finally make an experimental application that can show the interoperability between them. As an application, we implement a small size VOD server and Video client. We develop server by using g++ on Solaris. Video client is developed by using Visual C++ 6.0 on Windows NT. The implemented modules are as follows:

- ISSA library for Solaris (porting part)
- ISSA VideoServer for Solaris
- ISSA VideoClient for Windows NT
- ISSA and BeeHive Integration
  - ISSA BHVideoServer for Solaris
  - ISSA BHVideoClient for Windows NT
  - BeeHive Connector module (based on RPC)
- BeeHive Video Object Client

4. Conclusions
This paper describes an integrated streaming framework that integrates heterogeneous environments and work easily together with other streaming systems. Our streaming framework gives more robustness, flexibility, and extendibility than existing streaming systems since it is designed according to an object-oriented paradigm. It also supports diverse media formats and heterogeneous network environments. Simplified APIs by MOA provide efficient programming environment for the streaming application developer. Our streaming framework can also handle large amounts of media data through interworking with DBMS.

In the future, we plan to implement our system under diverse OS platforms, such as UNIX and MS-Windows, and to integrate it with BeeHive[13], a global real-time database system which is under development at the U. of Virginia. We also plan to reduce the performance overhead of our system as much as possible since we believe that performance is a major factor to guarantee QoS in multimedia systems.
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